COVID-19

Antigen detection
(CE/IVD-marked)

Simple
Fast
Cost effective
Accurate
Comfortable
Frequent

15m

COVID-19
antigen detection

Ensure safety and health
Keep companies and
productions up and running
Give people peace of mind
in difficult times
Act responsible and be
an example to follow
Comfortable testing. Low
risk of damaging glands
Easy handling. Robust and 		
reliable test

Results within 15 minutes

Workflow in brief

Our new Covid-19 antigen detection test kit for screening
of coronavirus gives you a result within 15 minutes.
Onsite. The test is inexpensive and easy to use.
It’s easy to store and requires no specialist equipment or
machinery – making it the perfect choice, if you can’t wait
for days for the results, and if you need to test often to
stay ahead of the virus.

STEP 1
Collect nasal sample by inserting swab 2 cm into nostril.

The Covid-19 antigen test is CE/IVD-marked.

STEP 2

If safety is the ambition,
frequency is the answer

Rotate swab to elute sample
and close drip lid.

We believe that frequent testing is the key to keeping
COVID-19 in check. Our antigen-based COVID-19 tests are
nearly as precise as the common known PCR-tests (coin
cidence rate: 97,3%), but with frequent testing you level
out the difference. Instead of relying on day old tests,
you get the results today.

STEP 3
Add 3 drops onto detection
card. Incubate for 15 minutes
and interprete test results.

Easy to use
The Covid-19 antigen detection test kit is simple and
intuitive. To ensure a good sample and a reliable result,
the sample must be taken by a health care professional
with a swab inserted into both nostrils of the test person.
With this robust test you get a reliable result within 15
minutes compared to a PCR test where you risk waiting
for 72 hours until getting a result.

Interpretation of results

From events to facility services

Whether you’re interested in testing many people once
(at e.g. a concert or soccer match), or you need to test a
smaller or larger number of people frequently
(at e.g a production facility), we have a solution for you.

Positive: Band is marked on both (C) and (T) line
Negative: Band is marked on the (C) line. No line on (T).
Invalid: No band visible or a band on the (C) line.

For more info visit www.dna-diagnostic.com or
contact Tel +45 87 32 30 50 · info@dna-diagnostic.com

About us

DNA Human Diagnostic is 100% owned by DNA Diagnostic A/S.
DNA Diagnostic A/S is a Danish biotech company founded in 1992, specialized in
the development of test kits for Human Health, Food Safety and Animal Health.
Our products are sold and used all over the world. At DNA Diagnostic, we believe
that the world deserves fast, cost effective and accurate diagnostics.
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